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WLM Topology Report

The topology report displays the logical processor topology for systems running in 
Hiperdispatch mode. The Excel report on your workstation uses an input file 
(comma separated value) which must be first created on a z/OS system from SMF 
99 subtype 14 records. The tool supports all System z environments from z10 to 
z13 for partitions running in Hiperdispatch mode. It displays the association of 
logical processors to books, chips, drawers, and nodes, the polarization of the 
processors (high, medium, low), the processor type (regular CP, zIIP, or zAAP), and 
the association to WLM nodes. The tool can be used to understand the processor 
placement and how it changes when topology changes occur. 

In order to run the tool it is required to install the exe file from this webpage and 
afterwards two z/OS datasets on your local z/OS system. The install file creates two 
entries: "TopoReport.lnk" and "Topo Report Help.lnk" in the Windows program folder 
"IBM RMF Performance Management". Please select the "Topo Report Help" link 
and follow the instructions in topic "Processing SMF 99 data" to install and execute 
the z/OS datasets and programs. The other topics in the help file describe the 
usage of the Excel spreadsheet to display the information on your workstation. 

Requirements: A z10 or newer System z environment with partitions running in 
Hiperdispatch mode

Collecting SMF 99 subtype 14 records

Excel Version 2013. The spreadsheet should also work on Excel 2007 and 2010
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• z/OS SMT introduces several new metrics to describe how efficiently the core 
resources could be utilized and how efficiently they are actually utilized.
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The CPU Activity section reports on logical core and logical processor activity. For each processor, 

the report provides a set of calculations that are provided at a particular granularity that depends 

on whether multithreading is disabled (LOADxx PROCVIEW CPU parameter is in effect) or enabled 

(LOADxx PROCVIEW CORE parameter is in effect).

If multithreading is disabled for a processor type, all calculations are at logical processor granularity.

If multithreading is enabled for a processor type, some calculations are provided at logical core 

granularity and some are provided at logical processor (thread) granularity. The CPU Activity section 

displays exactly one report line per thread showing all calculations at logical processor granularity. 

Those calculations that are provided at core granularity are only shown in the same report line that 

shows the core id in the CPU NUM field and which is representing the first thread of a core.

The following calculations are on a per logical processor basis when multithreading 
is disabled and on a per logical core basis when multithreading is enabled

Percentage of the interval time the processor was online

LPAR view of the processor utilization (LPAR Busy time percentage)

Percentage of a physical processor the logical processor is entitled to use

Multithreading core productivity (only reported when multithreading is enabled)

Multithreading core utilization (only reported when multithreading is enabled)

The following calculations are on a per logical processor basis regardless whether 
multithreading is enabled or disabled:

MVS view of the processor utilization (MVS Busy time percentage)

Percentage of the online time the processor was parked (in HiperDispatch mode only)

I/O interrupts rate (general purpose processors only)



Percentage of I/O interrupts handled by the I/O supervisor without re-enabling (general 
purpose processors only)
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RMF Monitor III CPC report displays performance data for all partitions belonging to the CPC

If multithreading is enabled the processor data is reported at logical core granularity, otherwise processor data is 

reported at logical processor granularity

The report header is enhanced with the information about MT Mode and Productivity for the zIIP processors.

Additional SMT metrics are available as hidden report header fields:

Multi-Threading Maximum Capacity Factor for IIP 

Multi-Threading Capacity Factor for IIP 

Average Thread Density for IIP

These hidden report header fields can be displayed, if the CPC report is invoked in the
RMF Data Portal for z/OS web browser frontend.   
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Prior to OA47968, VL processors will be unparked from the low to the high 
numbers,; and *also* parked from the low to the high numbers. 

With this APAR, VLs will be parked from the high to the low numbers. On z13, 
efficiency can be improved because the lower numbers logical processors may 
share cache structures with the VH and VM processors.
Also, on z13 only, the unpark can occur a bit more restrictive. Unparking will stop 
earlier when the VLs can no longer be efficiently used.
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This chart shows a “dangling” high CPU number being unparked. This will be mostly 
eliminated by OA47968.
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Storage Area Network (SAN) Fabric I/O Priority

This new function on the IBM z13 provides the ability for z/OS to specify an I/O

priority for the SAN fabric to utilize. This capability allows z/OS to extend the z/OS

Work Load Manager (WLM) to manage the SAN fabric, completing the 
management

of the entire end-to-end flow of an I/O operation. WLM will assign an I/O priority

consistent with the client-specified goals for the workloads within the supported

range of I/O priorities in the SAN fabric. SAN fabric I/O priority is especially useful

in circumstances that can lead to SAN fabric contention such as workload spikes 
and

hardware failures to provide additional resilience and allow z/OS WLM to deliver the

highest I/O priority to the most important work first.

SAN Fabric Priority on IBM DS8870: IBM will be the first platform to exploit this

industry feature with a fully integrated workload management solution provided by

z/OS and supported by DS8870. Intelligent access to data and greater efficiencies

are reached with SAN Fabric I/O Priority enabled by DS8870. The DS8870 will

also propagate the fabric priority for write operations to the resulting Metro Mirror

traffic to provide a consistent prioritization with FICON when sharing the same SAN



infrastructure and Inter Switch Links (ISLs).
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Today, the demand initiator interface is used with “$S JOB”
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WLM enhances service IWM4HLTH (setting server health indicator)

WLM differentiates between health values of the address space reported by 
itself or reported by another space

The algorithm for determining the health indicator for an address space is 
changed. The value is no longer the last value being reported but the 
minimum of the values reported by the different callers.

An additional function of IWM4HLTH refers to RAS considerations regarding 
a server's health state. The RESET function restarts setting of a composite 
health value by specifying an initial value and discarding the values reported 
by other callers before.

Callers of service can specify a reason for cause of change

Callers can identify themselves by a subsystem type and subsystem name. 
WLM uses these parameters to recognize different callers of the service.

Users of the service need to check their programs for sufficient program 
authorization

WLM provides a new query service (IWM4QHLT) to obtain reported health 
indicators for diagnostic purposes

Callers of service can obtain health values for particular address spaces or 
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for all spaces for which a health value has been set
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This sequence runs asynchronously from all (prior or following) WLM service 
invocations in the Database Manager

• WLM collects Performance Block states

• The collected states are reported to the Adjust Algorithms

• Periodically poll current Buffer Pool size

• If Buffer Pool delays are compelling, calculate and instruct the Buffer Pool 
Manager to adjust the Buffer Pool size



Row 1+2 40 sec
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This APAR addresses two areas:

1. Lock contention seen when SRM call RSM IARXNCNT will be reduced

2. If 100% - MCCFXTPR * the total amount of online frames is greater than 64GB, the MCCFXTPR keyword will no longer 
be used in determining the threshold at which a shortage of pageable storage exists. Instead, on larger systems with 
more than 320GB of storage, a pageable storage shortage will be detected when less than 64GB of online storage is 
pageable. When calculating the number of frames that can be page fixed before a pageable storage shortage is 
detected, SRM now uses the maximum of MCCFXTPR * total online storage and total online storage minus 64GB.
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These enhancements were implemented per requests from DB2.
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I/O priority group support is similar to what „CPU critical“ is for CPU management. 

z/OS V2R1 allows to define I/O Priority Groups

z/OS V1R12 and z/OS V1R13 can expoit with OA37824



This indicates the I/O priority group of the service class. HIGH ensures that work in this 
service class always has higher I/O priority than work in service classes assigned to I/O 
priority group NORMAL. See the discussion of "Long-term I/O Protection" in the 
"Defining Special Protection Options for Critical Work" chapter of z/OS MVS Planning: 
Workload Management.                                         

NORMAL and HIGH are the only valid groups. The default is NORMAL.

Group HIGH is only allowed if dynamic I/O priority management is enabled, that is, 
workload management dynamically manages your I/O priorities based on service class 
goals and importance. To turn on I/O priority management, specify YES on the Service 
Coefficients/Options panel.                        



This indicates the I/O priority group of the service class. HIGH ensures that work in this 
service class always has higher I/O priority than work in service classes assigned to I/O 
priority group NORMAL. See the discussion of "Long-term I/O Protection" in the 
"Defining Special Protection Options for Critical Work" chapter of z/OS MVS Planning: 
Workload Management.                                         

NORMAL and HIGH are the only valid groups. The default is NORMAL.

Group HIGH is only allowed if dynamic I/O priority management is enabled, that is, 
workload management dynamically manages your I/O priorities based on service class 
goals and importance. To turn on I/O priority management, specify YES on the Service 
Coefficients/Options panel.                        



This indicates the I/O priority group of the service class. HIGH ensures that work in this 
service class always has higher I/O priority than work in service classes assigned to I/O 
priority group NORMAL. See the discussion of "Long-term I/O Protection" in the 
"Defining Special Protection Options for Critical Work" chapter of z/OS MVS Planning: 
Workload Management.                                         

NORMAL and HIGH are the only valid groups. The default is NORMAL.

Group HIGH is only allowed if dynamic I/O priority management is enabled, that is, 
workload management dynamically manages your I/O priorities based on service class 
goals and importance. To turn on I/O priority management, specify YES on the Service 
Coefficients/Options panel.                        



This indicates the I/O priority group of the service class. HIGH ensures that work in this 
service class always has higher I/O priority than work in service classes assigned to I/O 
priority group NORMAL. See the discussion of "Long-term I/O Protection" in the 
"Defining Special Protection Options for Critical Work" chapter of z/OS MVS Planning: 
Workload Management.                                         

NORMAL and HIGH are the only valid groups. The default is NORMAL.

Group HIGH is only allowed if dynamic I/O priority management is enabled, that is, 
workload management dynamically manages your I/O priorities based on service class 
goals and importance. To turn on I/O priority management, specify YES on the Service 
Coefficients/Options panel.                        
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In addition, the structures of the following HD SMF 99 subtype records were published:

Subtype 12 record - HD interval data

Subtype 14 record - HD topology data



IVSK = Insert Virtual Storage Key
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WLM Topology Report

The topology report displays the logical processor topology for systems running in 
Hiperdispatch mode. The Excel report on your workstation uses an input file 
(comma separated value) which must be first created on a z/OS system from SMF 
99 subtype 14 records. The tool supports all System z environments from z10 to 
z13 for partitions running in Hiperdispatch mode. It displays the association of 
logical processors to books, chips, drawers, and nodes, the polarization of the 
processors (high, medium, low), the processor type (regular CP, zIIP, or zAAP), and 
the association to WLM nodes. The tool can be used to understand the processor 
placement and how it changes when topology changes occur. 

In order to run the tool it is required to install the exe file from this webpage and 
afterwards two z/OS datasets on your local z/OS system. The install file creates two 
entries: "TopoReport.lnk" and "Topo Report Help.lnk" in the Windows program folder 
"IBM RMF Performance Management". Please select the "Topo Report Help" link 
and follow the instructions in topic "Processing SMF 99 data" to install and execute 
the z/OS datasets and programs. The other topics in the help file describe the 
usage of the Excel spreadsheet to display the information on your workstation. 

Requirements: A z10 or newer System z environment with partitions running in 
Hiperdispatch mode

Collecting SMF 99 subtype 14 records

Excel Version 2013. The spreadsheet should also work on Excel 2007 and 2010
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